Cheese counter example

Incoming goods / delivery

Storage

Storage of chilled / frozen goods

Slicing / handling as applicable

Stock counter

Goods in refrigerated counter

Slicing / handling as applicable

Supply to consumers

Examples of possible hazards

Incorrect / defective goods are delivered

- The temperature of the goods is too high / too low (hazard: microbiological)

- Lack of workplace hygiene (hazard: microbiological)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)

The temperature of the goods is too high / too low (hazard: microbiological)

- Lack of workplace hygiene (hazard: microbiological)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)

The temperature of the goods is too high / too low (hazard: microbiological)

- Lack of workplace hygiene (hazard: microbiological)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)

- Foreign bodies (hazard: physical)